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Top Pages
Top Pages shows the page resources that were viewed most often by visitors to your site. Use this
report item to help you identify the most popular web pages on your site. Furthermore, use data
mining on the report items to track where people are coming from that hit the pages.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Page - The basic building blocks of any website. A website generally contains a collection of different
pages that are accessible and viewable via a web browser. By default, SmarterStats considers the
following extensions to be pages: .ASP, .ASPX, .CFC, .CFM, .CFMX, .CFML, .CGI, .HTM, .HTML,
.IDA, .IDC, .JHTM, .JHTML, .JSP, .JWS, .MHT, .MHTML, .MV, .PHP, .PHP3, .PHTM, .PHTML,
.PL, .SHTM, .SHTML, .STM, .WML, .XDL, .XHTML, .XML.
Page Views - A page view is a successful request for a file on your web site that is considered to be a
page. These usually mean files with extensions such as .txt, .asp, .aspx, .php, etc. Views generated as a
result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are not counted as actual views for your site, and are
kept separate from successful views.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

Top Directories
Top Directories shows the directories that received the most page views on your site.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Directory - A collection of folders that contain files, regardless of their file extensions, associated with
a website. Statistics do not include sub-directories, as those are reported separately.
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Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Page Views - A page view is a successful request for a file on your web site that is considered to be a
page. These usually mean files with extensions such as .txt, .asp, .aspx, .php, etc. Views generated as a
result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are not counted as actual views for your site, and are
kept separate from successful views.

Top Documents
Top Documents shows the document files that were downloaded the most from your site. Use this
report item to help you identify the most popular documents downloaded from your site. Furthermore,
use data mining on the report items to track where people getting to the documents.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Document - A file that is readable from a web browser using either the browser itself or a third-party
plug-in or product. By default, SmarterStats considers the following extensions to be documents:
.CHM, .DOC, .PDF, .PS, .RTF, .TXT, .XLS, .XML. Your administrator may set up additional
extensions as documents.
Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

Top Downloads
Top Downloads shows the most often downloaded file from your site. Use this report item to help you
identify what resources are being downloaded most from your site. Furthermore, use data mining on
the report items to track where people are coming from that download the file.
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Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Download - A file that is able to be downloaded, or saved, to a visitor's local machine. Generally,
downloads are specified as such by the site owner, and given either freely or charged on a perdownload basis. By default, SmarterStats considers the following extensions to be downloads: .ASF,
.AVI, .DOC, .EXE, .GZIP, .MP2, .MP3, .MPEG, .MPG, .MSI, .MSP, .QT, .QTM, .RA, .RAR, .SWF,
.TAR.BZ, .TAR.BZ2, .TAR.GZ, .WMA, .WMF, .WPD, .ZIP. Your administrator may set up
additional extensions as downloads.
Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

Top Dynamic Pages
Top Dynamic Pages shows the most often viewed dynamic pages on the server. An important step in
optimizing the performance of your web site is to identity the most commonly accessed dynamic
pages and work on speeding up script execution on those pages.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Page - The basic building blocks of any website. A website generally contains a collection of different
pages that are accessible and viewable via a web browser. By default, SmarterStats considers the
following extensions to be pages: .ASP, .ASPX, .CFC, .CFM, .CFMX, .CFML, .CGI, .HTM, .HTML,
.IDA, .IDC, .JHTM, .JHTML, .JSP, .JWS, .MHT, .MHTML, .MV, .PHP, .PHP3, .PHTM, .PHTML,
.PL, .SHTM, .SHTML, .STM, .WML, .XDL, .XHTML, .XML.
Page Views - A page view is a successful request for a file on your web site that is considered to be a
page. These usually mean files with extensions such as .txt, .asp, .aspx, .php, etc. Views generated as a
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result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are not counted as actual views for your site, and are
kept separate from successful views.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

Top Images
Top Images shows the image files that have been downloaded most often. To reduce bandwidth usage
on your site, identify images that are downloaded frequently with this report and optimize their size. If
an image is getting excessive hits, use data mining on it to identify the direct referrals of the image, to
make sure another site is not hot-linking to your images.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Image - Images are files that represent graphical bitmaps. By default, SmarterStats considers the
following to be images: .BMP, .CDR, .CGM, .DIB, .EPS, .GIF, .ICO, .IMG, .JAS, .JPEG, .JPG, .PCX,
.PIC, .PNG, .PSD, .TIF, .TIFF. Your administrator may set up specific extensions as images.
Typically, a single web page can link to several images.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

Top Files
Top Files shows the files that are retrieved most often from the server.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
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File - Any and all file extensions that were viewed, visited, hit or downloaded from a particular
website.
Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

Top File Types
Top File Types shows the most requested extensions for the web site.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Extension - The extension represents the type of file hit by a web site request.
Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

Pages Not Indexed
This report shows a list of pages that have not been indexed by spider and/or bots during the
timeframe specified.

Terms Used
Page - The basic building blocks of any website. A website generally contains a collection of different
pages that are accessible and viewable via a web browser. By default, SmarterStats considers the
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following extensions to be pages: .ASP, .ASPX, .CFC, .CFM, .CFMX, .CFML, .CGI, .HTM, .HTML,
.IDA, .IDC, .JHTM, .JHTML, .JSP, .JWS, .MHT, .MHTML, .MV, .PHP, .PHP3, .PHTM, .PHTML,
.PL, .SHTM, .SHTML, .STM, .WML, .XDL, .XHTML, .XML.
Spider - A spider is an automated program that searches and indexes web sites, usually with the intent
of providing information for search engines.

Pages Indexed Not Viewed
This report will show a list of pages that have been indexed by spiders and/or bots but have not been
viewed by the public during that timeframe.

Terms Used
Page - The basic building blocks of any website. A website generally contains a collection of different
pages that are accessible and viewable via a web browser. By default, SmarterStats considers the
following extensions to be pages: .ASP, .ASPX, .CFC, .CFM, .CFMX, .CFML, .CGI, .HTM, .HTML,
.IDA, .IDC, .JHTM, .JHTML, .JSP, .JWS, .MHT, .MHTML, .MV, .PHP, .PHP3, .PHTM, .PHTML,
.PL, .SHTM, .SHTML, .STM, .WML, .XDL, .XHTML, .XML.
Spider - A spider is an automated program that searches and indexes web sites, usually with the intent
of providing information for search engines.

Spider Pages
This report will show the pages viewed by spiders and/or bots. By specifying a spider in the report
options panel, you can see what pages are being indexed.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Page Views - A page view is a successful request for a file on your web site that is considered to be a
page. These usually mean files with extensions such as .txt, .asp, .aspx, .php, etc. Views generated as a
result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are not counted as actual views for your site, and are
kept separate from successful views.
Spider - A spider is an automated program that searches and indexes web sites, usually with the intent
of providing information for search engines.
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Spider Directories
This report will show the number of views and hits made by spiders and/or bots to each directory in
the site.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Page Views - A page view is a successful request for a file on your web site that is considered to be a
page. These usually mean files with extensions such as .txt, .asp, .aspx, .php, etc. Views generated as a
result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are not counted as actual views for your site, and are
kept separate from successful views.
Spider - A spider is an automated program that searches and indexes web sites, usually with the intent
of providing information for search engines.

Spider Top Files
This report will show the files that are getting the most hits and visits by spiders and/or bots.

Terms Used
Bandwidth - Bandwidth represents the total number of kilobytes that were sent to people visiting your
site. Bandwidth includes all resources requested by the users.
Hits - A hit represents a request to your web site for a file such as an image, a web page, or a CGI
script. One web page may contain several related resources, and as a result, a visitor viewing one web
page may trigger several hits. Hits generated as a result of an error (either a 400 or 500 level error) are
not counted as actual hits to your site, and are kept separate from successful hits.
Spider - A spider is an automated program that searches and indexes web sites, usually with the intent
of providing information for search engines.
Visits - Visits represent the total number of times people have visited your web site. A visit is counted
whenever a web site user requests one or more files from the web server. If the user becomes idle for
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more than a certain amount of time (usually 20 minutes), a new visit is generated when they come
back.

